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Need Analysis of Pocket Dictionary of Dayak Ngaju Local Language 









Some of Elementary Schools in Palangka Raya used Dayak Ngaju language as a local 
content subject. Unfortunately, there are many students who get problems in learning 
Dayak Ngaju language. This research aims to find out whether a pocket dictionary of 
Dayak Ngaju local language was needed for teaching vocabulary for Elementary School 
students. The research was conducted in descriptive-qualitative method, and the subjects 
were one teacher and 25 fifth grade students of Elementary School at SDN 8 Langkai in 
Palangka Raya. The data were in the form of qualitative data, obtained from the results 
of interview with the teacher and questionnaires distributed to the students in order to 
know the students’ need of pocket dictionary of Dayak Ngaju. From the results of 
interview and questionnaires, the researcher found that there were positive responses 
toward the needs of a pocket dictionary of Dayak Ngaju. They strongly agreed to have 
the pocket dictionary of Dayak Ngaju made in three languages, i.e., Dayak Ngaju, 
Indonesian, and English. Then, the findings become the basic for the researcher to further 
develop a pocket dictionary of Dayak Ngaju local language for teaching Dayak Ngaju as 
a local content subject and English vocabulary for Elementary School students. 
 




Language is very important for people, especially for social interaction. We 
cannot make a good conversation or communicate to other people without using a 
language.  
 
As we know we learn language from our parents and people surrounding us. 
According to Gleason and Ratner 2009, in Wanjohi, (2010) it was said that “when 
children speak the language of their parents they are rewarded and become more skillful. 
They grow in their ability to respond in a manner that responds to the environmental 
stimuli given by his parents. This shapes a child’s language more than knowledge of 
rules.” 
It is believed that learning many languages will be better for the children because 
they can absorb and remember them well. First, the children should learn their first 
language, then their first language becomes the base which could be transferred to the 
second language. When the children can use their first language to communicate with 
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others well, they may move to the second language. Similar to learning their first 
language, they ought to learn the receptive skills first before learning the productive ones. 
 
In line with the regulation of the Minister of Education and Culture of the 
Republic of Indonesia number 79 of 2014 concerning local contents of the 2013 
curriculum, it was said that one of the local contents is language. That is one of the reasons 
why it should be learned in elementary school in Palangka Raya. 
 
According to Steven Stahl (2005) in Yildirim (2011) "Vocabulary knowledge is 
knowledge; the knowledge of a word not only implies a definition, but also implies how 
that word fits into the world." We cannot increase our vocabulary without read and 
memorizing all the words or we cannot master vocabulary without learning it. Vocabulary 
is acquired incidentally through indirect exposure to words and intentionally through 
explicit instruction in specific words and word-learning strategies. 
 
The students of elementary schools in Palangka Raya have to improve the mastery 
of their first language and the way to improve it might be done by understanding the 
meaning of the words and learning about the vocabulary of the local content subject, i.e., 
Dayak Ngaju language. The way to make the children understand the vocabulary is by 
using media to stimulate their habit to read and understand the meaning of the language. 
 
Actually, the use of media in local content subject in many public schools in 
Palangka Raya is very rare, because the teachers tend to use the available books and LKS 
(Lembar Kerja Siswa). The use of media for teaching children is actually to facilitate 
them to be more focused on the lesson. The learning activities will run well if the teacher 
can capture the students’ attention using media. Nowadays, interesting media have 
become one of the alternatives to make local content subject more effective and efficient 
for the students. 
 
The researcher try to find out the need of the students of SDN 8 Langkai Palangka 
Raya in accordance with Li (2014) needs analysis refers to the activities involved in 
gathering information that will serve as the basis for developing a curriculum that will 
meet the learning needs of a particular group of learners.  
 
The researcher found that a pocket dictionary might be of a great help for the 
students to understand about their local language to increase their vocabularies. Besides 
that, the children might enjoy to learn local language and other languages including 
English; that is why a pocket dictionary to be made in three languages, such as Dayak 
Ngaju, Indonesian, and English, might be interesting for them. 
 
The researcher chooses the fifth grade of Elementary School students at SDN 8 
Langkai in Palangka Raya because the students of that age (9—11 years old) are in age 
to examine developmental change. There are some aspects of students at the age to use a 
dictionary in the early part of developing spelling skills involves several aspects such as, 
they needs to have knowledge of the alphabet and the sequence of the alphabet in order 
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to locate precisely the word in the dictionary. Then, the young spellers need to be able to 
break down words they want to spell into their constituent phonemic sounds. The last, 
facet is that the articulatory loop, probably has a role to play to rehearse the phonemic 
sequence in parallel with accessing the word another aspect, which probably develops 
later, is knowledge of morphological structure and the ability to construct a spelling from 
the building. 
 
Considering the lack of media sources used in SDN 8 Langkai Palangka Raya, the 
researcher believed that the students need new interesting media and materials in learning 
local content subject, in this case Dayak Ngaju language. The medium that is suitable 
with the students’ needs is expected to meet the goals of attracting the students and make 
them learn well. They might automatically pay attention to the teaching and learning 
process if they are interested in the lesson, especially by using the medium. 
 
As cited by Beech (1989) in Beech 2004, there are considerations such as whether 
the young reader has the necessary componential cognitive skills to use a dictionary and 
in turn whether using a dictionary confers any benefits on those developing skills. The 
students of SDN 8 Langkai Palangka Raya get difficulty to know the meaning of Dayak 
Ngaju local language, that is why they need pocket dictionary to understand the meaning. 
So, they need the pocket dictionary to make them easier to understand the meaning of the 
words and their vocabularies will increase. In the pocket dictionary it is not only Dayak 
Ngaju local language, but Indonesia and English too, so their vocabulary about many 
languages will be increase. 
 
Based on the reasons above, the researcher decided to obtain information on the 
need of the students to further develop a pocket dictionary of Dayak Ngaju local language 
for teaching Dayak Ngaju as a local content subject, and at the same time it can be used 
to increase the Indonesia and English vocabulary of Elementary School students in the 
fifth grade of SDN 8 Langkai Palangka Raya in Academic Year 2019/2020. This medium 




This study used descriptive qualitative method. It had two research questions, 
they are: (1) what are the problems faced by students of Elementary School students at 
SDN 8 Langkai Palangka Raya in learning local content subject? and 2) what are the 
needs of students in Elementary School at SDN 8 Langkai Palangka Raya concerning 
local content subject?  
 
1. The Participants 
 
The participants of this study were 25 students at the fifth grade of Elementary 
School at SDN 8 Langkai in Palangka Raya in academic year 2019/2020, and 1 teacher 
of Dayak Ngaju language in that school. The researchers conducted the interview with 
one teacher of Dayak Ngaju language and selected 3 students who know about Dayak 
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Ngaju language and 3 students who does not know or cannot speak Dayak Ngaju 
language.  
 
2.  Instrument and Procedure 
 
As questionnaires and interviews are two commonly used instruments for needs 
analysis, the instruments used in this study were questionnaires and interview. According 
to Richards (2002, p.51) in Lekatompessy (2010), the procedure used to collect 
information about the learners’ needs is called as the needs analysis (NA), in which 
vocabulary teaching is aligned with the students’ needs. It is line with Hutchinson and 
Waters (1987) in Li (2014) that needs analysis consists of two parts: target situation needs 
and learning needs. Target needs include "necessities”, “lacks" and "wants". "Necessities" 
are determined by the demand of the target situation. Situation needs and learning needs 
are necessary need, it is effectively in the target situation. On the other hand, it is about 
how learners learn the language. 
 
It is appropriate with Nation (2001, in Almuhamadi 2020) notes nine different 
aspects in vocabulary which are likely to be taught to language learners. These include 
spoken form, written form, and part of the word with some meanings, concepts of the 
word, things it is associated with, connotative attributes of the word, grammatical 
function of the word, collocative use, register and frequency of the word. The students 
need of dictionary is in accordance with opinion of Tarp (2008, p.480) “the focus in what 
users might need in a dictionary, or on what could lead them to reach for a dictionary. 
This need is called information need and originates in an extra-linguistic user situation. 
In this social situation potential users feel a gap in the knowledge they have an reach for 
a dictionary to fill in this gap. The theory provides classification and description of 
various types of user, situation, need, and relates them to what dictionaries can contribute 
(this is called lexicographic assistance).” 
 
The questions in the questionnaire consisted of 10 questions concerning the needs 
of pocket dictionary using three languages (Dayak Ngaju, Indonesian, and English). The 
data were measured using a Likert scale for the multiple answers of each question., i.e., 
strongly agree to strongly disagree.  
 
The interview was conducted to the Dayak Ngaju language teacher and also 6 
students in order to reveal more information about the problems they faced during 
learning local content subject and the students’ needs toward local content subject. The 
interview consisted of 10 questions concerning the same aspects in the questionnaire.  
 
3.  Data Collection 
 
Collecting the data is an important thing in a research because the result of a study 
is based on what the data reveal. In this study, the researcher used two kinds of data 
collection, those are primary data collection and secondary data collection. Primary data 
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were the data obtained directly from the students and the teacher by using questionnaire 




The aim of this study is to find out whether a pocket dictionary of Dayak Ngaju 
local language was needed for teaching vocabulary for Elementary School students. 
The data were taken by using open-ended questionnaire and interview. The results of 
questionnaire are as follows: 
 






Agree Neutral Disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 
1 Do you feel happy when 
learning the vocabulary of 
Dayak Ngaju language 
using pocket dictionary?  
(Dayak Ngaju, 
Indonesian, English)? 









2 Do you think learning the 
vocabulary of Dayak 
Ngaju language is much 
better using pocket 
dictionary (consisting 
Dayak Ngaju, Indonesian, 
English)? 
56 43.70 0.30 
 
3 Do you feel motivated to 
learn vocabulary of Dayak 
Ngaju language using 
pocket dictionary 
(consisting Dayak Ngaju, 
Indonesian, English)? 
67.40 25.30 9.30 
  
4 Do you feel that pocket 
dictionary is approriate to 
learn vocabulary of Dayak 
Ngaju language (Dayak 
Ngaju, Indonesian, 
English)? 
45.70 50.50 3.80 
  
5 Do you feel easier to 
understand the words by 
using pocket dictionary 
(Dayak Ngaju, 
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6 Do you feel pocket 
dictionary can help you to 
solve difficulties in 
learning vocabulary of 
Dayak Ngaju language 
(Dayak Ngaju, 
Indonesian, English)? 








7 Do you love to learn with 
using pocket dictionary of 
Dayak Ngaju language in 
three languages (Dayak 
Ngaju, Indonesian, 
English)? 
80.12 19.88 1.00 
  
8 Do you agree if we use 
pocket dictionary of 
Dayak Ngaju language in 




   
9 Do you feel that learning 
with pocket dictionary of 
Dayak Ngaju language in 
three languages (Dayak 
Ngaju, Indonesian, 
English) has many 
advantages? 
68.3 25.7 6   
10 Do you feel that pocket 
dictionary of Dayak Ngaju 
language in three 
languages (Dayak Ngaju, 
Indonesian, English) is 
important? 
70.2 21.1 8.7   
 
From the result of the questionnaire above, it was found that almost all of the 
students felt that learning vocabulary of Dayak Ngaju local language would be easier by 
using pocket dictionary to memorize the vocabulary. It was found that there were positive 
responses toward the needs of a pocket dictionary of Dayak Ngaju, in which they strongly 
agreed to have a pocket dictionary of Dayak Ngaju made in three languages, i.e., Dayak 
Ngaju, Indonesian, and English.  
 
Moreover, they felt happy to strengthen their vocabulary of Dayak Ngaju local 
language, Indonesian, and English by using pocket dictionary. They also agreed that 
pocket dictionary would be appropriate to learn vocabulary of Dayak Ngaju local 
language, Indonesian, and English. In addition, they also agreed being motivated to learn 
vocabulary of Dayak Ngaju local language, Indonesian, and English language in the 
lesson if a pocket dictionary would be used.  They felt that learning with pocket dictionary 
of Dayak Ngaju local language, Indonesian, and English language has many advantages 
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and important for them to learn languages. Furthermore, pocket dictionary might help 
them to improve and enrich their vocabulary mastery.  
 
The researcher has also interviewed the students and the teacher of Dayak Ngaju 
language. The interview was used to strengthen the answers in the questionnaire. The data 
from the interview and the questionnaire showed the same result.  
 
It was found that there were some factors of difficulties in learning vocabulary of 
Dayak Ngaju local language. First, most of the students argued that they felt difficult to 
learn vocabulary of Dayak Ngaju local language because they were hard to memorize 
each word and they did not try to memorize the words in dictionary. Second, the problem 
arouse in conveying the Dayak Ngaju local language to Indonesian and English because 
they lacked of vocabularies of Dayak Ngaju local language. Third, the students had the 
difficulty in getting the meaning of the words from Dayak Ngaju local language to 
Indonesian and English language, for examples the word dohop (Dayak Ngaju) which 
means bantu (in Indonesian) and help (in English), duan (Dayak Ngaju) which means 
ambil (in Indonesian) and take (in English), and ingkes (Dayak Ngaju) which means taruh 
(in Indonesian) and put (in English). But, by using a pocket dictionary, the students might 
feel that they were being helped; it was easier for them to understand the meaning of the 
words and they are motivated to learn vocabulary of Dayak Ngaju local language to 




This part covers the discussion of students’ need of pocket dictionary of Dayak 
Ngaju local language to Indonesian and English language as a medium to enrich their 
vocabulary of Dayak Ngaju, Indonesia and English language.  The finding can be seen 
from their responses obtained from the results of questionnaire and interview. The 
responses of questionnaire and interview reveals that they strongly agree to have a pocket 
dictionary of Dayak Ngaju made in three languages, i.e., Dayak Ngaju, Indonesian, and 
English as a useful and suitable reference for the students to learn and enhance their 
vocabulary mastery in three languages. There are several reasons showing that pocket 
dictionary is suitable to strengthen their vocabulary mastery. Pocket dictionary is useful 
enough because it can help them know the meaning of the words. In addition, it also can 
help them to strengthen their vocabulary of Dayak Ngaju local language, Indonesia and 
English because the more they memorize, the more they can enrich their vocabularies. 
 
The findings become the bases for the researcher to further develop a pocket 
dictionary of Dayak Ngaju local language for teaching Dayak Ngaju as a local content 
subject, then the students know the meaning in Indonesia and English. More, the students 
got advantages to learn three languages from the pocket dictionary. They have Dayak 
Ngaju as a local language, Indonesia as a national language, and English as an 
International language. 
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Besides, it is believed that students at their age (9-11 years old) in learning many 
vocabularies or languages will be better for them because they can absorb and remember 
the languages well. The students at their age will quickly learn and remember what they 
have learn until they being old.  
 
Furthermore, this research is in accordance with Mazdayasna and Tahririan’s 
(2008) in Rashidi and Kehtarfard (2014) study revealed that the “students’ needs” were 
one very important factor that if not considered could bring about failure in different 
respects. Later, Kaewpet (2009) attempted to modify a curriculum in a way to meet the 
needs in the actual teaching and learning context. This theory is combined with the theory 
of Tarp (2008, p.480) “the focus in what users might need in a dictionary, or on what 
could lead them to reach for a dictionary. This need is called information need and 
originates in an extra-linguistic user situation. In this social situation potential users feel 




Based on the theories, the findings, and the discussion, the result of this analysis 
indicates the students’ need of pocket dictionary of Dayak Ngaju local language as a 
medium to enrich their vocabulary mastery. Some factors of the difficulties faced by the 
students were almost the same, i.e., they had difficulties to know the meaning of Dayak 
Ngaju local language and memorizing the vocabulary. In addition, the students found 
difficulties in conveying the Dayak Ngaju language to Indonesian and English because 
they lacked of vocabularies. But, by using a pocket dictionary, the students admitted that 
they would be helped and being motivated. They also agreed being motivated to learn 
vocabulary of Dayak Ngaju local language, Indonesia, and English language in the lesson 
if a pocket dictionary would be used.  They felt that learning with pocket dictionary of 
Dayak Ngaju local language, Indonesia, and English language has many advantages and 
important for them to learn languages. Also, with a pocket dictionary they have Dayak 
Ngaju as a local language, Indonesia as a national language, and English as an 
International language. Furthermore, pocket dictionary might help them to improve and 
enrich their vocabulary mastery. The students felt that it was easier for them to understand 
the meaning of the words and they were motivated to learn vocabulary of Dayak Ngaju 
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